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THE EFFECIS OF PARTICIPATION AND GOAL DIFFICULTY

ON PERFOMLAINCE

Abstract

Previous research comparing the effects of assigned versus participatively

set goals on perfornmince were essentially tests of the null hypothesis in that

goal difficulty level was not systematically rianipulated. The present labora-

tory study investigated the e:ffects of assigned versus participatively set

goals, and the effects of varying goal difficulty levc! on an arithmetic

task. Eighty-six college qtudents were as.-ignmd to either a participative

goal condition or ciie of three a,;.d- ncd ,al ccnditions. In t,. o of the

assigned goal conditions partic.i .t were ssi;gned goals equal to those set

in the participative condition, tlhe d lffcrt-rce beiag that individuals in one

group were assigned gFoai at random and those in the other group were assigned

goals on the basis cf their prct aure scores. Participants in the third

assigncd goal conditien were rndomly a.si ,.ned a goal In the top quartile of

the goals set partic'pati.ly. As hypothesizcd, individuals with hard assigned

goals had hi;Thor perfarrance th'in peers with loer goals set in a participa-

tive manwer. Contrary to ridern organlzational theory, Individuals with parti-

cipitively ;(--L goals did not have higher pcrf :rimance thau those with assigned

goals of equal difftiiilty. Pcrscnality traiLs were not found to nodvrate tbe

effects of 'o! settin' on (.-rformance.



THE EFFECTS OF PARTICIPATION AND COAL DIFFICULTY

ON PERFORMANCE

Participation is said to be a variable of primary importance in its own

right by most modern organizational theorists for incroasing the value of an

organization's human resources (e.g., Argyrts, 1955; Bennis, 1966: Likert,

1967). This is because paiticipation is said to affect a person's cognitive,

affective and behavioral rcspc,nses by increasing (1) understanding of,

(2) satisfaction with, and (3) cffort to perfe.r task require-ments.

Drpirical evidenco in supp.r: of each of e three assertions can be found

in the goal setting literature (e.g.,, tstam & Sarri, 1979b; Arvey, Dewhirst

& Boling, 1976: Latham & Kinnc, 1.974; respectively). UPowever, goal setting

theory (Locke, 1963), which is an outgrowth of classical crgaaizational theory

(e.g., Taylor, 1911: Locke, Note 1), downrlp';s the Importance of participa-

tion. Locke (196S) sugestc,; that port-cipatin may be offdctive only to the

extent that it affects a per;on's gu-il,. Coals inadof ther.se~ves can clarify

(cognition) task -e.'uireoncnts for an Iodividual, inPec; challenge and meaning

(affect) into a tack, and increasc effort and persistence (behavior); to the

degree that other factors alco (e.g., authoritariani-sm, delegation) lead to

the setting of and comnitment to specific hard gonis (e.g., demand character-

istics), participition is irrelevant (Locke & Schwelger, 1978). Frpiric.al

evidence In su, ort of 'oke's statexret reg':arding 1,zirticipatlon can be found

in the goal :,, liter.uzr,.



For example, in a field study involving cnineers/scientists, Latham,

Mitchell & Dossett (1978) concluded that participation uas important only to

the extent that it leads to the setting of higher goals than is the case where

supervisors assign them unilaterally. This ccnclusion ws based on the find-

Ing that (a) goal acceptance was the same in the assigned and participative

goal setting conditions, (b) only individuals who participated in setting their

goals had higher performance than peers who were either in the feedback/do best

condition or the control group, and (c) individuals la the participative condi-

tion set significantly higher goals that those who were assigned goals.

The importance of p,.ticipaticn ir relation to goal setting was tested

subsequently in tl:o l>Loratory and thrce field experirefnts. The experimental

design in each stui4, involved at least t?.iee g.oa cnnditie:is: (1) a gVenral-

ized goal concition where ind'vld ;e e ur:,od to du their best, (2) a gcal

specificity condition w:here the prvI or,'eperimentcr and the employee/sub-

ject toge'ther agreed upor! a spei:fic goal, and (3) a goal specificity condition

uliere ec'h individual was assi? ned a goal that w.:,s agreed upon by the authority

figure and an employee/subject In the second condition. Thus, goal difficulty

was held constant between the participative and assigned goal specificity

condi t ions.

The results were essentially the sanw. in four of the five studies. In

the first study, Latham and Saari (1979a) found that college students who were

assigned -goals pcrfor-.ed as well on a brainstormin, task as individuals who

participated in s.ettiig their goals. Moreover, goal attainment was exactly

the same in the two conditioaf;- Soventve out of t.:enty people in each condi-

tion met or ccd~. their ical.



In two field studies Involving clerical personnel taking a selection test

and/or receiving a performance appraisal (Dcssett, Latham & Mitchell, 1979)

there was no significant difference in the performance of those with assigned

versus participatively set goals. On the selection test, however, goal attain-

ment was higher in the assigned condition than it was in the participative

condition, even though there was no difference In overall performance. Further-

more, in the first perforn.ance appraisal session, goal acceptance was signifi-

cantly higher and performance was marginally higher in the assigned conditicn

than it was in the participatlve condition. No significant differences on

these measures emerged in the two subsequent appraisal periods conducted three

and six months la'er. The authors concluded that participation in goal set-

ting has no greater effect on performance, goal attainmen , or goal acceptance

than assigned goals when goal difficulty is held constant.

In a fourth study (Latham & Marshall, 1980), v goverwnent agency desired

to define effective supervisory behavior. Seventy-six government employees

participated in the job analysis. The employees were randomly assigned to one

of three goal setting conditions: self-set, participatively set, or assigned

goals. The task required e-ach individual to brainstorm individually job

behaviors that had been seen to make the difference between effective and

ineffective job behavior as a supervisor. Goals were set in terms of the

number of behaviors to be listed within 20 minutes. There was no significant

difference in goal difficulty between those with partlcipatively set goals

and those with self-ict Foals. Goal difficulty was held constant between the

participative and a ;slned goil conditions by Imposing a goal agreed upon by

an employee in the partlcij: ' e ccrdltio, up'm -n employee In the asigned
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condition. There was no significant difference among the three goal setting

conditions regarding goal acccptance or actual performance. This was true

regardless of employee age, education, position level, years as a supervisor,

or time employed in the public sector.

In the fifth study in this series, Latham and Saari (1979b) tested the

hypothesis that assigned goals are effective only when a supervisor exhibits a

supportive managerial style. The principle of supportive relationships with

employees, like participation, is a key variable in most modern organizational

theories for increasing himan resource effectiveness (e.g., Likert, 1961, 1967).

A supportive managerial style was defined in that study by behaviors such as

assuring the subject that he/she can fulfill the task requirements, encouraging

the person to ask questions, and asking rather than telling the person to do

things. The resulti of the study were inconclusive hocause although the

experimenter in the supportive ccndition was rated by the subjects as signifi-

cantly more supportive than the sane ex-perimenter 4n the nonsupportive condi-

tion, individuals in both conditions perceived that the experimenter was

behaving in a supportive manner. Contrary to the previous studies, participa-

tion in goal seLting resulted in higher performance than was the case where

the goals were assigned, even though goal difficulty was held constant between

the two goal setting conditions. The authors suggested that participation in

goal setting might have been more effective than assigned goals because it

resulted in subjects asking performance-related questions which increased

their understanding of what was required of them.

A limitation o. the experimental V.cs~gn used In each of the five studies

reviewed here is tlhit c,-Qartnons between as;sirned and participatively set
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goals were essentially a test of the null hypothesis. That is, goal difficulty

was held constant between participative and assigned goal setting conditions

rather than being systematically manipulated. The purpose of the study

described belowd was to replicate the findings of the five previous studies

with an experimental design where the difficulty level of assigned goals was

manipulated rather than only being held equal. A secondary purpose was to

correct a potential flay. in the design of the two laboratory studies by Latham

and Saari (1979a,b) anti the field study b-' Latham a.d I arshall (1980).

In those three studies, goals were iss-gned to individuals in the A-

condition regardless of their ability. Thus some people in the A= condition

may have received a goal that was above or below their ability to attain. This

procedure was not a problem In the second field study by Dossett et al. (1979).

In that study each employee was matched with a person of similar ability on a

performance appraisal premeasure scere before being randomly assigned to a

participative or an assigned goal condition. In the Latham and Saari studies

it was not practical to collect premeasures on college students, match them on

ability, rand:,m]y assign them to conditions, and then request them to return

at a later date to perforia the task. Similarly, it was difficult in the

Latham and Marshall study (1980) to collect premeasures from government employ-

ees In a non-research s,ttini,.

The hypotheses of the prescnt ,s.tudy were thiJt individuals with hard

assigned goal!; w,-uld Lave higher per formance than peers with lower goals which

wore set Ia a .parricl,a1'ary -,aner, and tht with goA difficulty held constant,

Individual • ith r''ticipat vrly zt g ,,s .,ould hav F i her performance than

peers w1th ,,.-,i . T' e firs;t hypothev;is is ba.sed on Locke's (1968)



theory of goal setting. The .s;econd hypothesis i& based on modern orgarLiza-

tional theory (Likert, 19'7).

Method

Subjects

Eighty-six college sludents (52 female, 34 male) participate-i in this

study. Half were randomly ass±gned to either particip3tive Soal setti g (P)

where the subject and the experimenter agreed upon a specific goal to work

toward attei:-irng, or to aisigned equal (A=) .:here each subject was randomly

assigned a goa l tl:at wos .;xat by a subject In P. The other half were randomly

placed in assigned riatched equal (.kM=) "whe:r ach subject was matched on

ability with a person in ! and thn was assipucd that verson's goal, or to

assigned hard (AT) where subjucti;,re assi,'ned a goil selected at random from

those that fell in the top quartile of the goals set in the participative con-

dition. The subjects were drawn from the sa,, subject pool at the University

of Washington.

Personalltv V'rizable;

Individual differences in personality variables were measured to deter-

mine if they acted as moderators of the goal setting condition-perforrance

relationship. The per;onality variables of Intercst i iis study wereo

(1) need fur achiVe:'Vc'nL, (2) need for Inde!,endence, (3) self-esteem, and

(6) locu of control. The tc. ts u;cd to .(.1,'tirc thc.. pcrsonu.ity variables

were the .- re as those tsed in prtvicom,: st odics, ,ind have been described in

dat-Ail e ;,'c e (.;t a ,,Yu. , j976).
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Task D,.scripttio i

The task required each individual to average the ratings on sevcn 7-point

Likert type items (c.:,., 5+4 41+3+2+5+4- 3.43) for each of 10 performance

criteria. The criteria were in the form of bhliavioral observation scales

(BOS; Latham & Le::lev, l9.l). To provide tnc task with a sense of importance,

each person was told that a local cup.any had employed the authors to evaluate

the company's perforwance appraisal system for first-line supervisors in termts

of rating errors. It ':as Ctresssed that this was not an experiment per se

because scoring accur!cy was critical not only for chec'king ratin. errors but

for ensuring that a superv'i','r's prsnne" record was not advr:ely affected

for compensation/prz.:Jtion decisions.

In reality, tiie n6 :,-s of the su',erviseors were fictitious. The item rat-

ings had been ainde by the auiiors so that tast. difficulty was hold constant

across the eppraisil fcrm.

After calculating a me-an -nting t) t.o decimal pacice,; fcr each superviscr

on each criterion, the subcct was required to giv.e a letter grade (A- E) to

the supervisor. The grade ba>:ed on a piedeterm.ined ra , score rang;e that

had been provided for each grader (e.g. , 5.65 = B). The perfo:'ance "-easure in

this study was the nur.mbe r cf perfor.'m:e a;,pr.:iza! .radc; listed by cach

subject.

Procedure

Each subject -:orked alone: in an office svtri;:.. A clock wa, provided so

that the pr.n couild t,.cp track ef ti",.

Pr ir I:o tht t. at , ~i',ulatI,, cach person wai, gFIvc five min-

utes to work on a ib"t Uf tC1' ,1pcrI ii-, t 1.rk. -.:h idiv i dual was given

6m-i
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the Instruction to do "as m.i:iv ca7c,:latien-i o,:. possible" within the five minute

t!ne period. The statud purpose cf Lhi.; prer.ea,ure wai: to determine the

aptitude/ability of people to perform this task accurately. The actual purpose

was to collect premeasure scores.

After obtaining the piem,-asure, and discussing it with the subject, the

experimenter requested each person in the participative cendition to set a

specific, difficult, but attainable goal in term of the number of grades that

could be calculated .,ithln 20 minites. Tf thc' goal was extrerely high or

extremely low relative to the pre'ea.ure, the experimenter reempharized that

the goal sh.fd dlficult but attnin:' le, and aslved the person whether the

goal specified tr,.ly Mkt that riterl.-n. Prior Lo b.ginning the task, the indi-

vidual was aC1,=. * : . go)al t:Lt was to be mer within the 20 minute

time period.

In the three sicr,! goal ce:diticas (A-, A."= , and A!';, the procedure

was identical in that the p,2r-orn -.as to v.r5:.ize the goal that was to be

attained within 20 trinu:,s. Hoevcr, tha individual ,'d no discussion with the

experimenter as to what coiszitu.d a diffiou2t goal. The goal was assigned by

the experi.enter. The subj,:cts, like those in the ;articipative condition,

were simply told tiiat people with specific hard goals pet results.

At the end of Lhe 20 wisute ti .,c -,criod each person completed a question-

naire containIng th,., fol],x)-n 5-point Likert-typo Items:

(a) Eow muchW inflnccL did -,'ou per-,urally havo over the .-oal (nu,:bcr of

grades) that w!,.,; sot?

(b) Cu:,:parcd to Ihe exj'er_.ci . h.: -i 7u.,ce d1d you have over the

goal ( ir, i, cr of -,-d I) iIt a,, :;. L?
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(c) How difficult was it for you to attain the goal that you worked toward

attaining?

(d) Forgetting the goal that was set, how difficult was the task itself?

(e) How much satisfaction did you experience from working toward the goal?

(f) How cornitted were you to attaining the goal?

(g) How important was goal attainment to your feeling of achievement and

accomplishment?

To overcome tha nroblem in previous goal setting studies of confounding

goal difficulty lev, with an individual's ability, as well as that of testing

the null hypothesis by only holding -oal difficulty constant between the assigned

and participative goal conditions, we randomly assigned people to either an Alt or

the AM- condition after subject had been run in the P and A= conditions. These

people were from the same subje,-t pool as those who were randomly assigned to

the P and A- conditions. As noted earlier, the people in the AT" condition

received a goal from the top quartile of goals set by individuals in the parti-

cipatIve condition without regard to premeosure scores. The people in the AM-

condition were matched aith a person in the P condition on the basis of a pre-

measure, and were then assigned that person's goal. If there were no signifi-

cant differences in perfori.uance among ', A=, and All-, and the A1group had the

highest performance, we believed that it could be concluded safely that the

flaw in the design of the previous studies was not a serious one.

Results

Parti¢qpatIe. Individuals in the participiative condition reported more

influence in setting t'wl-r j;oals (.X= 8.86, S) - 1.42) than did individuals in
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the A- (X-4.45, SD- 2.86), AM- (X-4.05, SD-2.75) or the At(X4.00, SD-

2.47) conditions (t-5.991, p (.Ol; t.'6.54, p <.01; t-6.45, p 4.01, respec-

tively). An analysis of variance revealed no significant differences amon3

the three assigned goal setting conditicns. Cronbach's alpha for the two five-

point goal inIctence questions was .92.

Goal difficuity. There was no significant difference between the parti-

cipative and the A- or A= conditions on perceptions of goal difficulty. Ho-

ever, there were significant differences between those in the At conditions

(R-3.50, SD=I.10) versus those in the P (X-2.64, SD-1.22; t-2.22, p<.05),

A- (X2.73, SD-1.55; t-1.99, p<.05), and AM- (X2.45, SD-1.10: t-2.69,

p (.05) conditions. These results correspond with the actual mean goal diffi-

culty levels in the three conditions: At (X=54.80, SD= 4.14), P (X-43.45,

SD- 12.14), A= (X-43.45, S0 12.14), and AM,- (X=43.45, SD-12.14).

Task dLfficuity. An analysis of variance revealed no significant differ-

ences among the four conditions regarding perceptions of task difficulty.

Goal acceptance. There was no significant difference among conditions

regarding goal acceptan ce. The number of people who did not accept their goal

in the P, A=, AM-, and Ai conditions was 3, 5, 2, and 4, respectively. These

people were deleted from the analysis on performance because they had a score

of 8 or less as a summed response to tLe three 5-point quastions on acceptance

(Cronbach's alpha - .84).

Performance. A test for homogeneity of regression coefficients revealed

no significant difference among the four conditions. Thus, an analysis of

covariance was condacted usin the prcrre.'sure as a covariate. The F was not

significant. The adjusted mcabn perforran'e levels for At, AMn, A-, and P were
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53.40, 47.48, 46.43, and 46.S5, re3pectively. Since a priori comparisons

between participative and assigned goal setting were for:rulated prior to. and

apart from, inspection of the data, three planned t-te;ts were conducted. No

significant differcnce was found between participative goal setting and the AM-

or the A= conditions. However, performance in the At condition was signifi-

cantly higher than performance in P (t= 2.16, df=67, p< .05).

Moderator Vari.-bles. The subjects were split at the median with regard

to their scores on the personality tests. No main or Interaction effects were

obtained.

lD!. -; c ss ion.

The findings of this study replicate the major conclusions of previous

research on participation and gnal difficulty. That is, when goal difficulty

is held constant, participation does not increase perfor-mance above that

attained with assigned goals. in addition, the finding that performance was

highest in the A1r condition supperts a major hypothesis of goal setting theory,

namely that the higher the goal the higher the performance providing that the

goal is accepted.

It is possible that subjects in the A'Tcondition s..re sotre.how different

from those in the P or At. conditions. Hc'tever, this ar-u'ront loses credence

if one looks at the finding of no significant differences between A= and AM=.

Both A= and A::= performed significantly worse than AT.

That there u-s no signifi rant difference in pcrfcr.ance ar:o1, the P, A= ,

and A11= c-YndIjti unq -"oviIes fua Lhz.r ,,r 't for te t s- that particilpa-

tion in goal strt , i O'tait C';, to te ext'nt t.'it it leads to thr,
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setting of hig-her 6oils t'lian is the case wherc the supervisor nisigns thems

unilaterally. This is true r% ;,ard1vess of the person's self esteem, telief

In internal or external control, or needs for achievement and independence.

This would appear to bc a rather robust finding when viewed in conjunction

with the five previous studies in this area.
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